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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 

PROGRAM AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
MEASURE J BOND PROGRAM 

 
JANUARY 14, 2016 

 
QUESTIONS & ANSWER SHEET 

 

 

 
Please find  questions submitted by the January 4th 2016, deadline and  District’s 
response. 
 
  
The following changes, additions, modifications and corrections hereinafter set forth 
shall apply to the Bid Documents for the project and shall be made a part thereof and 
subject to all the requirements thereof, as if originally specified and/or shown.  
 
 
We appreciate your patience. 
 
 



Division of Facilities Planning and Management 
 

 
955 High Street, Oakland, CA 94601 510.535-2731 ph  |  510.535-7042 fax 
 www.ousd.org 

Program Management/Project Management RFP Questions and Answers 
 
Question: In Section 3.1 Firm Experience on page 6 of the RFP, can CA Community College experience be 
included in addition to the K-12 school experience?  This addition is sometimes called “K-14 school 
experience”. 
 
Answer: K-14 experience may be submitted. K-12 experience is preferred. 
 

Question: Please provide a copy of the current, and proposed future organizational structure 
representative of all new OUSD FTE’s as well as the consulting program management organization if 
one exists. 
 
Answer: Our organizational structure is under review. We will not have a new structure in place 
before your due date. We currently have 5 project manager positions filled out of 8 positions 
budgeted. The current Consultant has approximately 17 staff (3 program management, 5 project 
managers, 5 project engineers, 4 document control and certification) 

 
Question: Please outline what efforts OUSD has pursued with regard to a future bond issuance, as 
well as its proposed program and project initiatives. 
 
Answer: We will be releasing an RFP in February for development of a New Facilities Master 
Plan. This master plan will be used as the basis for a future local bond. 
 
Question: Section 3, paragraph 3.4, requires that the proposer shall provide a cost and fee 
summary for each phase of the work described in the RFP.  Will OUSD provide a pricing proposal 
form to be completed by the proposer, or shall the proposer submit positions, with fully loaded hourly 
rates? 
 
Answer: A total not to exceed cost for each phase should be included in the proposal 
accompanied by a proposed hour rate for each position proposed. If selected for interview we will 
supply a proposal form or further clarify our request for pricing. 
 
Question: Was this Pre-submittal meeting mandatory? Were there any materials or information 
provided at this meeting? 
 
Answer: The meeting was not mandatory. No materials were supplied. All requests for further 

information or additional clarification were required to be submitted by the deadline last Monday, January 4, 

2016 

Question: Is the proposal for a range of services or are there specific projects listed in the 
Measure J spending plan that was included in the RFP that the proposal should address? 
 
Answer: We need a range of services. We are looking for firms or teams that can provide the 
entire suite of services needed to manage a capital program. 
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955 High Street, Oakland, CA 94601 510.535-2731 ph  |  510.535-7042 fax 
 www.ousd.org 

 

Question: Page 1, paragraph 1 How and when will decisions be made regarding the break-out of 
assignments, if multiple firms are selected? 
 
Answer: Initially our thinking is that multiple if utilized would be performing similar services 
under OUSD program management. This is contingent on internal OUSD program management 
capacity. 
 
Question: Page 2, Paragraph 1 Does the District want an analysis of the cost of transition as part 
of this requirement? 
 
Answer: We are not requesting an analysis of the cost of transition. 
 
Question: Page 4, Section 2.1, Paragraph 2 Please differentiate/clarify what is meant by the “final 
bond program Master Plan” vs. “Facilities Master Plan.” 
 
Answer: We need an analysis of the scope/cost assumptions for each proposed project at 
various phases to confirm our ability to deliver the project with available funding or the need to 
consider scope adjustment of alternate funding. 
 
Question: Page 4, Section 2.2, Paragraph 2 Please see Question # 3, above. Will each ongoing 
modification of the “Master Plan” be subject to Board approval or will these be reported out in 
Change Orders and schedule revisions? 
 
Answer: Revisions and refinements of the spending plan require Board Approval 
 
Question: Page 3, Paragraph 1 Each firm submitting a proposal must submit a budget for each 
phase and break out the cost for each phase as well as an overall cost if the firm is given all phases 
of work. 
 
Answer: See similar question above. 
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